REMOTE AUTOMATED ASSET
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

MANAGE
FORKLIFT
POWER LIKE
THE EXPERTS.
Engineering Uptime.

ABOUT RAAMS®

RAAMS® (Remote Automated Asset Management System) power management software
remotely monitors and manages batteries and chargers so you don’t have to.
Information continually uploads to Concentric’s cloud where it’s automatically analyzed.
For out of compliance equipment, data converts into corrective service alerts or automated
charge profile adjustments.
RAAMS® takes the mystery out of the battery box and enables charger systems to meet
the specific needs of batteries, optimizing performance like never before.

Automated
Alerts
Alerts for water level,
charging, runtime,
temperature, rotation and
operator compliance.

Universal
Software
Compatible with any battery
application and multiple
charger brands.

Digital Planned
Maintenance
RAAMS® focuses
tasks and maintenance.

Facility Impacts
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Less repairs

Longer asset life

Less downtime

OPTIONS FOR RAAMS®
01 SELF SERVICE BATTERY MANAGEMENT
This is for customers with relatively new batteries and/or chargers in use but
want to optimize their power system as it exists. This is a simple deployment.
Battery recorders (sensors) are placed on existing batteries. They send data to
the RAAMS® cloud system where it is organized, analyzed and run through the
decision system’s business rules.
The facility’s leaders can then receive real time service alerts to email or text
to drive proactive service. They also have the ability to review online reporting
on key metrics to help drive operator compliance and maintenance practices.
Think of this solution as a “digital PM” that keeps you up to date on your power
assets’ health, allowing you to fix issues before they create downtime issues.

02 AS PART OF AN ENGINEERED SOLUTION
RAAMS® operates as the key power manager for a Concentric-designed power
system. First an engineered system is developed by Concentric’s engineering
team to meet the customer’s unique application(s). RAAMS is deployed to
collect, organize and analyze battery and charger data in real time. The
decision engine then can provide service alerts to technicians, longitudinal
review data to Concentric application engineers, as well as ongoing charge
adjustments to meet peak and non-peak demands.
A RAAMS®-enabled power system reduces the risk of downtime, ensuring
your power system has the flexibility to meet the changing power needs of
your material handling system at the charger and battery level.

FAST FACTS
— Concentric helped Microsoft beta test the Azure IoT platform starting in 2013 by
leveraging 15 years of GuaranteedPOWER® data and experience.
— Today, RAAMS® utilizes data from 50MM battery and charger events to drive 27,000
daily business decisions.
— RAAMS® enables 200+ GuaranteedPOWER® contracts nationwide today for
manufacturers and distributors.
— Patented automatic charge profile adjustments extend asset life and ensure customers
have the power they need for peak and non-peak needs.

RAAMS® is focused on delivering discreet service actions and charging
changes — eliminating the need to review cumbersome power data
regularly. Talk to your power expert to see if RAAMS® is right for you.

888.691.8100
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